POSITION: Flame Artist - Finishing - Advertising
CONTRACT: FT Staff / ASAP
LOCATION: Remote
CONTACT: maryanna[@]rachellelewis.com
JOB SUMMARY
The Lead Flame Artist will be working in the finishing department of our client’s Advertising division. This position plays an
essential role in the support and creation of original and exciting content, as well as leading VFX projects from
pre-production to delivery. They bring creative thought and craft, while helping to develop and deliver projects from brief
to end user.
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Work alongside fellow Flame artists, creatives, designers and clients to ensure that shots are completed to the
highest standard
Supervise VFX-heavy shoots
Advise and action seamless integration of various layers or elements of a live-action shoot or CG sequence
Ability to perform and brief all tasks associated with the compositing process, including tracking, keying,
rotoscoping, element layering and lighting
Maintain overall look and quality of assigned shots & sequences and ensure uniformity in all finished work
Composite Multi-Pass CG Elements to create photoreal shots
Lead beauty retouching projects for Skincare and Haircare

REQUIREMENTS
● Bachelor’s degree
● 5+ years work experience
● 10+ years in the advertising, film or VFX industry using Flame
● Strong beauty retouching and VFX background
● Experienced in leading projects
● Proficient with all areas of Flame software and a strong understanding of techniques and technologies related to
live action shoots and CG sequences
● Excellent communication skills and ability to work closely alongside creatives & clients
● Strong attention to detail, sense of color and lighting
● Versatile, precise and able to multitask
● Ability to solve problems efficiently under tight deadlines and quick turnarounds
I f you're interested in talking about this excellent opportunity, please send your resume/reel to
maryanna[@]rachellelewis.com. If you fit the criteria, the next step would be setting up a phone or zoom where we
can give you the full download after signing an NDA (requested by the client).
Thank you - http://rachellelewis.com/
Contact: maryanna@rachellelewis.com with resume if interested.
RLT is an employer-paid talent acquisition company; there is never a fee to candidates

